COMPANY
Clear Channel Media and Entertainment
With 239 million monthly listeners in the U.S., Clear Channel Media and Entertainment (CCME) has
the largest reach of any radio or television outlet in America. The company owns and operates 850
broadcast radio stations, serving more than 150 markets throughout the U.S., and more than 140 radio
stations in Australia and New Zealand. In addition, iHeartRadio - a free, internet radio platform
owned by CCME - gives users instant access to more than 1,500 live radio stations and allows them to
create custom stations inspired by favorite artists or songs, anywhere they are.
As a leading media company in America, CCME delivers music, news, sports and other content to
diverse audiences across multiple platforms, including: broadcast stations, websites, digital radio
channels, satellite, Smartphone’s, tablets, in-vehicle entertainment and navigation systems and live
events.
CCME leverages its multi-platform assets, as well as its vast infrastructure and relationships, to create
one-of-a-kind events like the iHeartRadio Music Festival, innovative national and local promotions,
and ground-breaking technology and products.

OBJECTIVE
CCME runs its 850+ radio station websites on a single, PHP-based platform. After years of helping to
support and extend that platform, BHS Consultants was tasked to lead the development and
deployment of CCME’s next iteration of its web platform, called ‘Spark’.
BHS Consultants’ team was to work closely with a smaller development team from CCME to realize
their vision for Spark.

RESULT
A fresh, updated user experience was created with a host of new features. These included live news
feeds and administration tools to allow for the ease of scheduling and creation of news items, photo
galleries, and other content modules required by CCME. Related database work and analysis was also
performed in order to ensure that Spark would perform and scale as required.
To date, all of CCME’s highest-traffic sites have been converted seamlessly, and the number of sites
converted as of February 2013 sits at 270, with the remainder to be rolled out incrementally each
month.

SPARK

SOLUTION

BHS Consultants assembled a core team of PHP developers, front-end/UX experts and database
architects to build and extend the existing CCME web framework without the need to completely
start from scratch.
The team designed and created the required features and supporting tools on-time and on-budget
and worked with CCME to ensure its requirements were met with a smooth rollout.
The emphasis of Spark is user engagement and a superior user experience, so the team’s front-end
developers and back-end developers worked closely to meet those objectives.
According to end-user analytics and surveys, Spark has been an overwhelming success.

TECHNOLOGY EMPLOYED
●

PHP

●

MySQL

●

AJAX

●

HTML/CSS

●

jQuery

●

XML

●

JSON

●

Web services (REST)

●

Caching

●

Social media integration (Facebook, Twitter, Google+)

●

Third-party API integration

